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Dear all,
there will be a PandaRoot EVO meeting on Wednesday, Nov 14, 2007,
14:00-16:00 
(audio testing from 13:30). 

tentative agenda:

o PandaRoot 2.0 - just around the corner!
  what is ready, what not, exceptions, nomenclature (again)
  (e.g. there is no digi but a hit, what now?)
  geant3 physics settings
  also, external packages, any remaining questions?
  (e.g. suse 9.x does not like root 5.16)
  64-bit cernlib for evtgen?
o Dipak Mishra, first results from the vertex (re-)fitter
o Irina Brodski, p pbar -> gamma gamma, some first results
  plus discussion about emc cluster timing
  (maybe this will be postponed until the next meeting)
o rule checker 
Florian did the first checks and (just for fun, because this is
preliminary) we will have a little quiz. What would you think, 
how often (incl. also generators, geobase, recotasks etc.) the 
following rules are violated (right now)?

Member data names should start with a prefix f.
[ ] maybe 10x
[ ] maybe 100x
[ ] maybe 1000x

Global variables should be avoided.
[ ] maybe 10x
[ ] maybe 100x
[ ] maybe 1000x

Data members should be declared as "private" or "protected".
[ ] maybe 10x
[ ] maybe 100x
[ ] maybe 1000x

Also, we have to discuss the further approach.
where to check -> only nightly build? 
shall the results be public on a www page? 
etc.
o runtime database, run IDs, Oracle etc.
o agenda parallel sessions GSI December collaboration meeting
o KVI workshop, 
  can the dates be fixed to 21.-25.01.2008?
  (note: this is same week as Bormio2008)
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o g4 mini-workshop in March?
o a.o.b. (= any other bugs?)
  Please just post a short message if you like to present anything or if you have anything to
discuss.

Hope to talk to you all!

Soeren & Johan
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